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QUESTION NO: 1

Click the Exhibit button.

Given the command output shown in the exhibit, which two statements are true? (Choose two.)

A. The host 172.31.15.1 is directly connected to interface ge-0/0/3.0

B. Traffic matching this session has been received since the session was established

C. The host 10.10.101.10 is directly connected to interface ge-0/0/4.0

D. Network Address Translation is applied to this session

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 2
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Click the Exhibit button.

Referring to the exhibit, which statement is true?

A. Source NAT with PAT is occurring

B. Destination NAT is occurring

C. Static NAT without PAT is occurring

D. Source NAT without PAT is occurring

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 3

Click the Exhibit button.

Which statement is correct regarding the information show in the exhibit?

A. The tunnel binding was discovered automatically

B. The output is for an ADVPN

C. The tunnel gateway address was automatically discovered

D. The tunnel is not encrypting the traffic

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 4
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You are asked to configure a new SRX Series CPE device at a remote office. The device must participate in forwarding 
MPLS and IPsec traffic.

Which two statements are true regarding this implementation? (Choose two.)

A. Host inbound traffic must not be processed by the flow module

B. Host inbound traffic must be processed by the flow module

C. The SRX Series device can process both MPLS and IPsec with default traffic handling

D. A firewall filter must be configured to enable packet mode forwarding

ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 5

You correctly configured a security policy to deny certain traffic, but logs reveal that traffic is still allowed.

Which specific traceoption flag will help you troubleshoot this problem?

A. lookup

B. configuration

C. routing-socket

D. rules

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 6

Click the Exhibit button.
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Your company has purchased a competitor and now must connect the new network to the existing one. The competitor’s 
gateway device is receiving its ISP address using DHCP. Communication between the two sites must be secured; however, 
obtaining a static public IP address for the new site gateway is not an option at this time. The company has several 
requirements for this solution:

 A site-to-site IPsec VPN must be used to secure traffic between the two sites;

 The IKE identity on the new site gateway device must use the hostname option; and  Internet traffic from each site 
should exit through its local Internet connection.

The configuration shown in the exhibit has been applied to the new site’s SRX, but the secure tunnel is not

working.

In this scenario, what configuration change is needed for the tunnel to come up?

A. Remove the quotes around the hostname
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B. Bind interface st0 to the gateway

C. Change the IKE policy mode to aggressive

D. Apply a static address to ge-0/0/2

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 7

Click the Exhibit button.

You have configured tenant systems on your SRX Series device.

Referring to the exhibit, which two actions should you take to facilitate inter-TSYS communication? (Choose two.)

A. Place the logical tunnel interfaces in a virtual router routing instance in the interconnect switch

B. Place the logical tunnel interfaces in a VPLS routing instance in the interconnect switch

C. Connect each TSYS with the interconnect switch by configuring INET configured logical tunnel interfaces in the 
interconnect switch

D. Connect each TSYS with the interconnect switch by configuring Ethernet VPLS configured logical tunnel interfaces in the 
interconnect switch

ANSWER: A C 
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QUESTION NO: 8

Click the Exhibit button.

Referring to the exhibit, which IPS deployment mode is running on the SRX5800 device?

A. sniffer mode

B. integrated mode

C. monitor mode

D. in-line tap mode

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 9

You are asked to set up notifications if one of your collector traffic feeds drops below 100 kbps.

Which two configuration parameters must be set to accomplish this task? (Choose two.)

A. Set a traffic SNMP trap on the JATP appliance
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B. Set a logging notification on the JATP appliance

C. Set a general triggered notification on the JATP appliance

D. Set a traffic system alert on the JATP appliance

ANSWER: B D 

QUESTION NO: 10

You have a remote access VPN where the remote users are using the NCP client. The remote users can access

the internal corporate resources as intended; however, traffic that is destined to all other Internet sites is going through the 
remote access VPN. You want to ensure that only traffic that is destined to the internal corporate resources use the remote 
access VPN.

Which two actions should you take to accomplish this task? (Choose two.)

A. Enable the split tunneling feature within the VPN configuration on the SRX Series device

B. Enable IKEv2 within the VPN configuration on the SRX Series device

C. Configure the necessary traffic selectors within the VPN configuration on the SRX Series device

D. Configure split tunneling on the NCP profile on the remote client

ANSWER: C D 
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